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LEGEN

- Trustees Property
- Parking
- 10 Foot Elevation Contour
- Indian Monument Trail (1.5 miles)
  - This 1.5-mile trail (leaving left from the parking lot) is the most gradual, providing walkers with a leisurely ascent up a former carriage road on the west side of the mountain.
- Squaw Peak Trail (0.7 miles)
  - The 0.7-mile Squaw Peak Trail is the summit connector for both the Indian Monument and Hickey trails, and offers the best views. Portions of this trail run along the top of steep cliffs.
- Hickey Trail (0.8 miles)
  - This 0.8-mile trail, leaving right (north) from the parking lot, is the most direct - and strenuous - approach.
- Other Trails

Note map orientation
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